From the South: TAKE WEST SIDE PACIFIC HIGHWAY NO. 3 AT JUNCTION CITY, BY WAY OF CORVALLIS, McMINTNIVILE AND NEWBERG. From North or East: CROSS ANY WILLAMETTE RIVER BRIDGE, DRIVE SOUTH ON SIXTH STREET OVER TERWILLIGER BOULEVARD TO AUTO CAMP.
Traffic Counts, 1918

Daily Flow of Vehicular Traffic from counts made by the City Engineer 1918.

The City Planning Commission of Portland Oregon.

Map 3—The principal existing traffic streets have been enlarged here exactly in proportion to the amount of traffic they carry daily. The streets and bridges most congested, and therefore most in need of permanent widening, stand out clearly.
SE 7th Avenue

(before widening)
SE 7th Avenue

(after widening)
Foster Road Now Widest Street In City.